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Why ShoreStation?

Accessories Galore

That’s the essence of lakefront living.
That’s why ShoreStation.
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Since 1959, the ShoreStation name has
stood for rugged, dependable waterfront
equipment. Rest assured that these products
are designed for the long haul and backed by
one of the best warranties in the business.
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Peace of Mind

D r es

It has to stand up to the daily punishment
of boats, rough water, the sun, the kids you name it. It has to do all this and stay
trouble-free, so you can relax and focus on
more important things... like where the dog
hid your flip-flops.

it also has to be safe, smart and easy to maintain. The difference here is in the details...
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Go ahead – express yourself! The wide variety of accessories make it easy to get
creative and customize your layout. From functional items like lights to a bench –
they’re all designed to look right, fit right and work right. That’s because they’re
all Genuine ShoreStation!

Easy Installation
Listen up all you “do-it-yourselfers”...
With lightweight frames and 2’ x 4’ drop-in deck sections, two
people can easily assemble an entire dock layout. The 4’x8’ and
4’x16’ dock sections and optional screw-adjust leg mean fewer
parts for faster installation without entering the water.
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Your dock is the heart of your lake home.

Sure it looks great, but a dock is about more than just style -
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Versatility for the Way You Live
Your dock has to be able to grow and adapt to fit your
lifestyle. The modular design of Genuine ShoreStation allows
you to add sections side-by-side or expand to form “T”s, “L”s
or side platforms. The miter corner and ability to mix and
match support legs allows you even more customization.

Looks Do Matter
Okay, admit it – you have cruised around the lake checking
out your neighbors’ homes. You understand how a nice
looking dock can make or break your lakefront. The
ShoreBridge’s™ attractive caramel-beige arch truss design
isn’t your typical looking dock. The refined appearance
features complimentary sand-beige decking and colormatched accessories for a look that never goes out of style.

More Time to Play
Corrosion resistant powder-coat painted aluminum
deck planks and frame. Heavy-duty aluminum leg
frames and extensions. Durable poly wheel. Stainless
steel fasteners. Everything is built with minimum
maintenance in mind so you have more time to play.

Stability = Safety
Safe For Everyone
All ShoreStation products come with one of
the best warranties in the business
For more information contact your local dealer.
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Your dock needs to be safe and enjoyable for everyone.
To make that happen, you’ve got to have the details right,
like the narrow width and sturdy handrails on this Aqua
Step. It provides a safe route in and out of the water for
kids, seniors, and dogs.

Flimsy, unstable dock can be a real hazard, so play it safe
with rock-solid Genuine ShoreStation Dock. The strong,
but lightweight aluminum arch truss design assures high
strength and stability for a lifetime of service. Its 2” x 2”
extruded aluminum is reinforced with crossbars. The 2’x4’
drop-in decking locks into place for additional support
and rigidity.

Models and specifications are subject to change. Visit www.shorestation.com for the latest updates. Some models are shown with optional equipment.
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STYLE

CHOOS E YOU R. . .

ACCESSORIES
Adjust on the fly and stay dry!
A hand powered drill or optional speed
wrench allows quick height adjustment for
different depths or changing water levels.
Adjustments are easily made without ever
stepping into the water.

ShoreBridge™ dock sections feature an attractive caramel-beige powder
paint arch truss design with lightweight 2’ x 4’ aluminum deck sections.
The drop-in decking is reinforced with 3 crossmembers and locks into
place for additional support and rigidity. It is coated with durable sandbeige, powder paint. This non-skid finish is cool to the touch and best of
all there are no splinters, no sharp edges, and no nails.

8’*

Rolling

Free Standing

8’*

Roll-In

Free-Standing

Pile & Pipe

Advantages

Advantages

Advantages

Roll-in Dock Support offers the ultimate
in easy installation for lakes with smooth,
gradually sloping shorelines.

Free-standing Dock Supports are perfect
for almost any type of lakefront.

Pile & Pipe Dock Supports are perfect
for deep water applications where the bottom is not too rocky, yet solid
enough to be load-bearing.

The wheels allow it to be assembled on
shore and then rolled in and out of the lake.

Pile & Pipe*

+12’

*Maximum top of dock to lake bed with longest leg assembly. Calculate maximum water depth by subtracting distance required from top of dock to
water line. Installations may vary, consult qualified ShoreStation dealer for proper applications.

Selecting the Leg Style to Fit Your Lakefront
ShoreBridge Dock is available with your choice of roll-in, free-standing or
pile & pipe support. You may even mix and match to get the best fit.
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The screw–adjust legs allow for easy
adjustment without getting into the water.
The various leg frame and extension leg
combinations allow it to extend up to 8’.

How it Installs
Rolling Dock can be assembled on shore and
rolled into the lake as a unit. The sections
are held together by self-aligning pivoting
connectors. Leg height can be adjusted
with hand-powered drill or optional speed
wrench without entering the water.

The foot pads on each of the legs simply rest
on the lake bottom allowing the dock to work
in difficult situations such as steep drop-offs
and rocky, uneven bottoms
The screw–adjust legs allow for easy
adjustment without getting into the water.
The various leg frame and extension leg
combinations allow it to extend up to 8’.

How it Installs
Free-standing Dock is installed and removed
one section at a time. The sections are held
together by self-aligning pivoting connectors.
Leg height can be adjusted by a hand-powered
drill or speed wrench for the screw-adjust legs
without entering the water.

Choose from mounting brackets for
1.5” pipe legs or 4x4 wood piles.

How it Installs
Pile & Pipe Dock is installed and removed
one section at a time, once the posts have
been driven into the lake bottom.
The sections are held together by
self-aligning pivoting connectors.
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ACCESSORIES

Choose Your LAYOUT
The modular design makes it easy to create different layout options.
These unique features will help you get creative!

Corner

From
Ramp

simple to sophisticated
- the options are endless!

4’ x 8’

4’ x 16’

Design Your Custom Layout Online
Commercial Layouts
Genuine ShoreBridge™ Dock works great for larger
commercial layouts too. The clean, professional
appearance is perfect for marinas and condominiums,
and guests love all the user-friendly accessories.
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Our 3-D Lakefront Layout tool walks you through the
process of designing your dock. Start with a few sections,
then add accessories, boat lifts, you name it! It's easy to
use and free. Your ShoreStation dealer can show you how it
works or check it out anytime at ShoreStation.com.

www.shorestation.com/lakefrontlayout
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Fun for Ages

One of the most popular features of the Genuine ShoreStation Dock is the wide variety of accessories.

Eon Marine® is a unique, 100% synthetic material
that offers the beauty of natural wood, without all
the maintenance. It is resistant to heat, cold, mold,
mildew, UV rays, and insects, so it stands the test of time.

Constructed of the finest materials, these accessories are specially designed to be useful, as well as
compliment the beautiful appearance of your dock. From ladders and dock bumpers to our stylish
EON Bench, they’re all here and they’re all Genuine ShoreStation.

NEW!

Paddle Board & Kayak
Storage Rack

GlidePole Adjustable
Dock Bumper

The perfect solution for storing your
paddle board or kayak dockside.
Simply rest the paddle board or
kayak on the rack and fasten with
the two easy-release securing
straps, ensuring your craft is quickly
accessible for your next adventure.

Quickly adjusts vertically for
various boat heights and
water depths with the NEW
t-slot design. The aluminum
core with UV stable poly
sheath are sure to protect
your boat while absorbing
repeated shocks.

Fits one kayak or two paddle boards.
Shown with two racks on dock bumper.
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Dock Ladder

Gear Tower w/Light

Solar Dock Light

Eon Marine® Swivel Chair

Eon Marine® Bench

Aqua Step

Shore Steps

This maintenance-free
aluminum ladder features
a textured powder-coat
finish that provides better
traction and is cooler to the
touch than steel or wood.
The snap button adjusting
mechanism allows it to
be raised or lowered in
seconds, without tools.

This combination of gear tower and dock
light is a bright idea because it keeps your
dock clean and organized, while the party
continues into the night! The large table
top is perfect for drinks, a radio, or even
for cleaning fish. Life jackets, tow ropes,
and towels hang neatly on the heavy-duty
storage hooks. Besides, you’ll want to
be organized when so many people are
visiting to admire your dock! Available in
incandescent AC powered or solar powered.

Our new solar version of the popular
dock light. The top mounted solar
panel, maintenance free battery, and
programmable solar charging controller
are all self-contained in the Dock Light
making it simply brilliant- in many ways!
It shines much brighter than solar lights
you’re used to seeing. In fact, it emits as
much light as a 60-watt bulb. And it’s all
powered thanks to the hi-tech solar panel,
which means no wiring, no expense, no
worries! Move it wherever you need light.

Ideal for fishing or just keeping an eye
on the kids. Constructed of beautiful
Eon material to match your dock, this
22” wide chair features 360° swivel
action and built-in cup holders. The
maintenance-free Eon® material will not
splinter or rot and will look like new for
years to come.

A cozy bench built for two. This 42”
wide bench is constructed of beautiful
Eon material and features built-in cup
holders. The maintenance-free Eon®
material will not splinter or rot and will
look like new for years to come.

This narrow version of our popular
ShoreSteps is the easiest way in and
out of the water. The narrow width and
sturdy hand rails make it perfect for kids,
seniors and even the family dog. The
adjustable parallelogram design allows it
to fit a variety of dock heights. Now with
maintenance-free aluminum steps.

Create a stylish and safe entryway to
your dock with the matching Shore
Steps. Available in your choice of 5 or
8-step configurations, ShoreSteps feature
maintenance-free aluminum steps and
an adjustable parallelogram design to fit
a variety of inclines. Just like our dock,
these steps are specially designed
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Easy Installation

Adjusting & Leveling

Simply attach the frames
together with the self-aligning
pivoting connector.

The roll-in and free-standing support systems feature
screw-adjust legs allowing for quick height adjustment
for different depths or changing water levels.
Adjustments are easily made without ever stepping
into the water.

LEG SYSTEM

By quickly setting two bolts,
the section joints are able to
flex during installation.

Roll-in is by far the easiest installation.
Gradual sloping shorelines with minor
obstructions and the lightweight
aluminum construction on wheels
allows the installer to simply roll the
dock in the water.

To simplify the installation of the free
standing, pile, or pipe supports we have
developed a unique float kit. The float kit
attaches to the dock frame allowing the
installer to float the section into place
until the support system is installed.

Dock Removal

HARDWARE

The hitch kit makes removing your roll-in dock a
breeze with an ATV, truck or tractor. It discretely bolts
to the inside of the frame. The tongue can be removed
when not in use.

Once the frame sections are positioned, it’s time to add the deck. The lightweight, easyto-handle 2’x4’ drop-in deck sections lock into place with spring snaps, no tools needed.
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MODEL

ITEM DESCRIPTION

MODEL

ITEM DESCRIPTION

SBA4X16-27

4’x16’ Arch Truss Frame w/ Deck (8 ea 4’x2’ sections) - Aluminum

SBTSPW-03

Speed Wrench - for Screw Legs (1/2” - 15/16” Socket Not Included)

SBA4X8-27

4’x8’ Arch Truss Frame w/ Deck (4 ea 4’x2’ sections) - Aluminum

SBTFLT-03

Installation Float Assembly

SBAR4X8-27

4’x8’ Ramp Frame w/ Deck (4 ea 4’x2’ sections) - Aluminum

SBTHTK-27

Hitch Kit

SBACDM-27

Corner Dock Miter Frame w/ Deck - Aluminum

SBTLPP-00

4x4 Leg Post Pounder

SBSL18-27

18” Screw Leg Assembly (Deck to Bottom 33”-44”)

SBSL27-27

27” Screw Leg Assembly (Deck to Bottom 42”-60”)

SBA079-15

GlidePole Adjustable Bumper

SBSL37-27

37” Screw Leg Assembly (Deck to Bottom 52”-80”)

SBADBS-15

ShoreBridge Dock Bumper - Frame & Screw Leg Mount

SBSLAX

Axle for Screw Leg

SBA052-15

ShoreBridge Gear Tower - Frame Mount

3510593

24” Poly Dock Wheel

SBA075-15

ShoreBridge SolarLight w/ Post - Frame Mount

SBSLPD

Leg Pad for Screw Leg

DA0077-15

SolarLight w/ Post - Gear Tower Mount

SBLL15-00

Shore-Side Lever Lock Leg

SBA070-15

ShoreBridge EON Dock Chair

LX10

Extension Leg for Shore-Side Lever Lock Leg

SBA017-15

ShoreBridge Dock Ladder

LXRR10

10” Lever Lock Leg Wheel Spindle

SBA043

ShoreBridge Flag Pole

SBSLEX

Deep Water Leg Extension Kit for Screw Leg w/ Wheel Spindle

ADSS-5-15

Five-Step Aluminum Shore Step

SBSLXP

Deep Water Leg Extension Kit for Screw Leg w/ Base Pad

ADSS-8-15

Eight-Step Aluminum Shore Step

SBSLXB-27

Self-Adjusting Deep Water Cross Brace Kit for SBXLEX & SBSLXP

ADAS-6-15

Six-step Aluminum Aqua Step

DA0078-15

EON Deck Mount Bench - 4’ Wide

SBH4PC-27

4’ Deck Pivoting Connector

DA0088-15

EON Deck Mount Bench - 6’ Wide

SBH8QCM

8’ Deck Quick Connector (Male)

DA0099-15

Paddle Board & Kayak Storage Rack - Use with SBA079-15

SBH8QCF-27

8’ Deck Quick Connector (Female) - Caramel Beige

SBAPCR-15

ShoreBridge Pole Cover for 1-1/2” Schedule 40 Pipe

SBH4QCM

4’ Deck Quick Connector (Male)

SBH4QCF-27

4’ Deck Quick Connector (Female) - Caramel Beige

SBH4X4

Attaching Bracket for 4x4 Leg Post

SBH112-00

Attaching Bracket for 1-1/2” Schedule 40 Pipe Leg Pole

SBHUDM -00

Under-Deck Leg Mount Kit for all Leg Systems

SBHFPP-00

Foot Pad for 1-1/2” Schedule 40 Pipe Leg Pole

SBHSSL-27

Side-by-Side “L” Connector Kit

SBHSTP-00

Step Connector for Shore & Aqua Steps

SBHRAK

Right Angle Connection Fastener Kit

SBHSFA

Spare Fastener Assortment Kit

SBHRCF

Rigid Connection Hardware Kit

SBHAMB-15

Sideframe Mid-Point Accessory Mounting Kit (NOT for use with Dock Bench).

TOOLS

Section Assembly

Do-it-yourselfers and professional dock installers agree – ShoreStation ShoreBridge™ Dock’s versatility makes customized installations a breeze.

DOCK
SECTIONS

Putting it all TOGETHER

Engineered to minimize headaches and maximize your play time.

ACCESSORIES

Easy Does It!

All ShoreStation products come with one of the
best warranties in the business
For more information contact your local dealer.

Join us online for the latest products & details...

www.shorestation.com

Models and specifications are subject to change. Visit www.shorestation.com for the latest updates. Some models are shown with optional equipment. Patents pending.
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Share Your Summer Story.
Visit ShoreStationSimple.com for more details!

Summer. If you live on the water, there’s
no doubt it’s the best season of the year.
Whether your memories are made from
the boat or the dock, the water or the
land, this is the time where your stories
are written. ShoreStation is proud to help
make those moments happen, and this
year, by simply sharing your summer
story with us, you could WIN big.

AUTHORIZED DEALER
Manufactured by Midwest Industries, Inc.
122 E. State Hwy 175
Ida Grove, Iowa 51445-1140
1.800.859.3028
shorestation.com
A1611059 16-0471
Revised 11/16

